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June Meeting. essccscccccseccced
Conversion Progra@..sssessseeed
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Letter Perfect ROM. .sssscceeved
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Before I forget it, ATARI is having a logo contest for
user groups. The prize winning logo will be use by the
ATARI support group and may be used by all the ATARI
Computer User’ Groups. Qur group aay subsit up to two
entries. The winner will receive THE COMMUNICATOR(TM) KIT,
$358 worth of access time on the CompuServe Inforaation
Service plus a free
meabership
to Coaptli#Star,
an
electronic shopping service and ten hours of non-priae
tiae access to Comp#U#Star. So lets get creative and send
your entries to ae. The board will select the best two
entries and subait thea to ATARI. The entries have to be
in by Aug. ist. Good luck!
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We are going to need a newsletter editor by the end of
August. Any volunteers? The newsletter editor is one of
the most isportant functions of the club. We really need
help in this area. It is not fair for one aman to have to
do all the work. We have over 178 eeabers now, so start
participating. Let ae quote froa the newsletter of the
ATARI Computer Association of Orange County. I substituted
S.D.A.C.E. for their name.
"We all own ATARI, Inc. In
buying the @achines we have bought the coapany. We have as
large an interest in its continued success as does the
parent company, Warner Comaunications, or any of its stock
holders. I see S.D.A.C.E. as a body of people who want to
protect their investment in ATARI computers, and
the
newsletter is an instrument we can

-

12945

President,

3393

Griasley

Ave,

use

for

that

purpose.

ATARI is new to the coaputter business, just as aeost of
you are. Together, we are all learning, and sharing our
experiences. When we see ATARI take a good direction, we
should praise then. When they slip up, we should alert
thea. We should make recommendations. ATARI needs us to be
satisfied in order to sell their computers, and we should
never let thea forget that.
So use the newsletter.
If you’re picking up programaing
and you’ve just gade that connection where everything
finally @akes sense, then share it. If
you’re
into
consuaerisa, then share the good buys and rip offs. If
you’re looking for collaborators or a way
to obring
something to aarket, then use the newsletter. We have an
international circulation. Make it work. Write a coluan.
Become a requiar contributor. In six aonths become a club
officer. It’s here for you."
As announced in the last meeting Sierra National
giving our group 182 aff on ATARI products.

is

now

At the Consumer Electronic Show ATAR] showed their direct
connect modea that will sell with
the
Telelink
Ii!
cartridge for about $285 ($$$). It will Jet you download
to memory but not duap to disk!'' The Centipede cartridge
was good but won’t be out until Srd quarter.

For those of you that have
that you can download your
printer. Poquette’s, 14538
99945 has a kit or you can
for Warren White)
and
docueation.

CITOH printers there is a way
own character sets into the
Lynshar Rd., Grass Vally, Ca.
cal] Leading Edge Products (ask
they
will
send
prelisinary

There are quite a few bulliten boards up now
ATARI, Here is a list of the ones I know about:

for

the

ACE BB
383-343-4332
M.A.C.E. 315-868-2664
WASH D.C. 282-276-8342
UABBS
498-942-6975
NEW YORK 9212-598-8719
MICRPBITS 583-967-9875
GRAFEX
498-253-5214
TARI-BD = 393-221-1779
UABBS stands for Unofficial ATARI BBS. If the phone rings
twice hang up, either the BBS is down or it is off line.
Both the ACE and The W.A.C.E. BBS have good terainal
progrags you can download. Jonestera seeas to be the best.
We will have it in our library. Maybe we can start a BBS
up. The software is available. Any volunteers?
Be sure and reserve the date for the Picnic.
a good way to get to know each other better.

This

will

be

T hear that the Percom disk drives have trouble in the
double density aode. They crash the VTOC. Otherwise they
work great in the single density aode. They foraat in hard
sector aode which causes a problem when you flip the disk.
Just talked to David Small of THE LEADING EDGE. He stated
that he will try to make it to our duly meeting and
demonstrate his new parallel disk drive. David and Sandy
Saall write the ATARI OUTPOST in Compute sagazing. All
reports say this device is fast!

Dan Obed says

that

he

is waiting

for cabinets

and

he

Should be ship in a few weeks.
John Harris will also be here for our next meeting. If all
goes well, he will bring down the final version of Frogger.
Speaking of Frogger. John had his only source code ripped
off in L.A. If anybody out there hears of a working copy
of Frogger John would like a copy, no questions asked.

Many of you have never received copys of the “Atari
Connection" magazine or the A.P.X. catalog. We will have
one time Sign up sheet at the next aeeting to get on the
mailing list.
Thats all for now, see you at the July seeting.

JUNE MEETING
The June meeting was called to order at 6:48.
After it
to
was cleared up that Brian Ritter had volunteered
produce the SDACE business cards, Glen told us about the
Ist Annual SDACE Picnic at De Anza Cove.
Our one man picnic committee has set the
date
for
Saturday, July Sist at 16:08. Proposed activities are
Volleyball, Frisbees and whatever else you decide
to
bring.
This is a potluck deal, so bring your
best
recipes. Forrey and I will be happy to saaple until the
"Best Dish of the Day "is found.
Please note - it 15
against county law to have glass containers in public
recreation areas. Please abide by this so a 2nd Annual
SDACE Picnic aay become a possibility.
By the way, 1’
glad that as the group has expanded the percentage of
"hackers" has decreased.
We need you nor@al people to
encourage us away from our second(?) loves’

Ted Langlett volunteered to be our Program Chairaan,
‘even
the Board Meetings are getting big!), with a note that he
would be getting in some more 868 keyboards for those of
you that desire thea.

Chuck introduced his robot Fred.
Once all the bugs are
worked out, I hope to be seeing alot of his. Chuck built
hie hiaself while locked in his garage and would be gla
to give advice and counsel to those of you who wish ¢
"build your own".
Also, the library now is
disks and prograas coging!
MEETING SHORTS

29

disks

strong.

Keep

those

@ Dennis has Elephant brand disks for $28 a box (18).
e Dennis can also get terainal strips with suppressors
for $32-$35 with a group buy.
e Walt Snell’s asseably language class is back on
track at the USIU computer center.

e Ron Miller announced the North County SDACE.
@ Unofficial Atari Bulletin Board
(488)-942-6975.
e We need a booth committee for the computer show in
February. Any volunteers?
software
is looking for
@ Adventure International
authors and conversion authors.
@ Leading Edge is coaing out with a parallel drive for
the Atari that runs from 7 to 8 tiaes faster than the 419.
It has 4 card slots and a serial interface. Cost is $708.
SDACE meabers are elegible for a $8@ discount.
(Don’t go
a Centipedes to be released 3rd quarter.
spray your garden, it’s a "new" arcade gaee.)
e John Harris’s JAWBREAKERS is to be available for the
®
Atari video gage syste.
FROGGER
throug
e John Harris will be releasing
On-Line Systems next sonth.
e Jade no longer has a SDACE discount.
@ "Ulysses", the newest graphic adventure froa On-line
is said to be better than “Wizard and the Princess”.

a Data Separator for the 818 is $54.
@ The Atari programmer’s training sesinar will be on’
July 2#th.
It is $58 and on location in beautiful
Downtown Sunnyvale.
@ Bob Klausche volunteered to represent us at the Rec
ter meeting. Thanks Bob.
@ Sierra National will give a 182 discount for SDACE
meabers. 3857 Ruffner Rd., San Diego.

°

Recently,
while reading
the
May,
1982 issue
of "COMFUTE'"
magazine,
I
came
across
a
short
program
to
test
the speed of an ATARI
810
disk

drive.

the
Advanced Music Systea - Beautiful.
As a ausician I can
guarantee you that part of ay next paycheck 15 going up
toward APX for this one. It’s well worth the $29.95 (Yes,
the price went up.)
Chicken - Arcade style gase. Looks good!
Personal Finance package from APX.
Keeps track of
personal records using user-defined categories.
Screen dump program for GRAPHICS 8.
Saves
your
pictures te disk quickly. Now in the library.
My First Alphabet - The grand prize winner.
Beautiful
pictures for teaching the alphabet and counting.
Tricky tutorials #2 - This one teaches scrolling.
You
prograsmaers out there should find this
a worthwhile
investaent,

The

article

@.. is another conversion progras. This

one

will

convert

DATASOFT mail list files to a Filemanager 8@# data file.
First load FILEMANAGER and create a fora with exactly the
same fields that the DATASOFT Mail List has (refer to the
manual). Use NEWFILE as the file name. Then go to 00S,
place the FILEMANAGER data disk in the drive and delete
NEWFILE.IDX. Load the conversion
prograa,
place
the
DATASOFT data disk in drive #1 and RUN. Follow the prograa
instructions.

After

the

FILEMANAGER

data

disk

has

been

written, go to FILENANAGER and LOAD
NEWFILE.
Follow
instructions on re-indexing when ENTER INDEX appears. File
will now be sorted and indexed.

18 REM CONVERTS DATASOFT MAILLIST TO FILEMANAGER 888
28 DIM C$(1) RSL) SLENGTH=FRE
(8) -188
38 OPEN #1,4,8, “DIMAIL2. DAT"
49 TRAP 138
98 L=ADR(C$) :START=L
6@ X=9
7@ X=X¢120F X=8 THEN X=1;60T0 118
Q@ GET #1,CHR°IF CHR=155 THEN 78
118 POKE L,CHRSL=L+i:1F L<LENGTH THEN 88
126 ? "FILE EXCEEDS MEMORY SIZE'":GOTO 178
139 ? "PLACE FILEMANGER DATA DISK IN DRIVE $1, HIT °: INPUT
@
158
148
178

OPEN #2,8,8,"D:NEWFILE.
DAT"
TRAP 178° E=L°L=START
PUT $2,PEEK(L)L=L+isIF LOSE THEN 148
END

that

an

program

into

the

computer

and

tested
the
drive.
The
article
Claimed
that
the
810
frequently
goes out of
adjustment
and my
disk
drive seemed
to
back up the
claim.
50, with
the instructions
provided
in
the
article,
TIT
adjusted
the
speed to specifications.
In
the
past,
I* ve
had
some’
problems
with
SCOTCH
brand
diskettes
hanging
up my
818.
As
a
result,
I
tested
several
brands
of
diskettes
with
the
following
results:

BRAND

CONVERSION PROGRAM
by Dick Hiatt

stated

acceptable
rpm
range for
the drive
was 285-290
rpms,
with 288 rpms
as
the nominal
speed.
|
Since
my
drive
often gets used
as many as ten hours
a day,
I
typed

Allenbach
Atari
Dysan

RPMs
Ind.

=<9835x%
=B6&
2096

Elephant

285% x

Maxell
Scotch

286
2383

konly one diskette
tested
kXone
of
the
four
diskettes
tested
checked
in
&
range
212-289
roms

of

From
these
results,
it appears
that
almost
any
diskette
will
operate
adequately
in
ai
properly
adjusted
drive.
However,
it may
be

difficult

or

impossible

to

read

data from
aunmit
that
is
rotating
at
an
improper
speed
or
that
is
using
a disk
that
was written
at
an
improper
speed.
It
1s
goad
insurance
for your
valuable
data
to
ensure
that
both
your
drive
and
diskettes
are
in
proper
operating
condition.

Jim

Grotiauan

FLYING

HIGH
WITH
PILOT

ATARI

From A.C.E.

.

By Ruth Elisworth

,

Programming and education; kids and computers go
together, but until Atari PILOT with “Turtle” Graphics arrived
at our home it was not always a successful combination.
We purchased our computer with the idea that we would use
it as an educational enrichment tool, and as a means to
introduce our chiidren to computer language. We soon found
that BASIC was a little harder than we had thought it would
be, and was not suitable for our younger children. We also
discovered that the educational software we needed and
wanted was either unavailable or available only at Brees that
blew both our minds and our budget.
Having a bad case of “little
red henitis," I began the task
of trying to put the curriculum we desired into BASIC.
It
turned out to be a time consuming job for one whose interest in
math never extended beyond the boy across the row in algebra
class some years ago, and who is frequently interrupted by
children of all sizes. I must admit tnat I was making slow

progress until PILOT came along.
The documentation that comes

those made

I am especially delighted with PILOT

as a first

which I believe to be good technique and which the younger
boys did not seem to grasp as they struggled with BASIC.
In short, I found Atari PILOT to be an adaptable, easily
learned language including powerfull options, such as the
ability to accept machine language programs, which I, as a
beginning programmer, do not understand.
I believe that
PILOT opens the door to the use of the computer as an
educational tool not only by educators, but by parents; and 1
believe that there are many families looking for this type of
program and educational enrichment for their children. I would
encourage anyone to take off with Atari PILOT, it really gets
programming off the ground!

with the Atari PILOT

package is excellent and it soon became apparent that this
language had been written by and for educators. Atari PILOT
makes it possible for even a beginning programmer like myself
to easily “translate” any standard teacher's edition of
insturctional material into an individualized learning package.
I find the ability to write my own educational programs
preferable to purchasing

machine.

computer language because it encourages modular programming

elsewhere

unless I can

alter them to suit our needs. The major advantage to being able
to create our own educational software is that I can tailor the
curriculum to meet the neees of each particular child. I have
the option of taking the information from numerous sources
and presenting it at the level and speed which fits each one,
and the children really respond to the personalized
encouragement by name and interest written into a program
that 1s obviously specfically theirs.
The commands used in PILOT are easy to use and remember.
I found the Match, Match Jump, Use If Yes, and Use If No
particularly useful in programming curriculum. I had never
stopped to realize before I began programming in PILOT that
most educational curriculum from math time tests to the SAT
use the simple approach of presenting information and then
requiring students to match the desired answer. Once I came
to that obvious conclusion the way the PILOT adapts to
curriculum became apparent.
The TRACE:‘ON and TRACE‘OFF options which allow one to
follow the program during operation in order to locate any bugs
are really nice and greatly add to the ease in which
programming can be accomplished with PILOT. I also found the
the AUTO numbering, and the REN (renumbering) options very
useful and time saving.
"Turtle" Graphics are not only fun, but very fast. The
oversized text modes used in the "slide show" on the demo

10
20
30
40
SO
60
70

_- PILOT
DEMO
PROGRAM
RiSIMPLE MULTIPLICATION PROGRAM
Riby Ruth Ellsworth
R;:ACE NEWSLETTER
Ri366Z VINE MAPLE DR.
RiEVGENE, OREGON 97405
RiSREMOVE #YES AND PAUSES TO INCREASE
RSSPEED OF PROGRAM
Ci#N=0
LCinitialize # of problems to 0

90 Ci#R=0 Cinitialize # right to 0
100 *MULTIPLY
(label for main module
110 C3#N=@#N+1
(Ccompute total # of problems
120 C:#I=7\13
[generate random # I
130 C:#J=7\13
(generate random #J
140 C{Q@Bi373=16
[split screen with text window
150 C°@B1374=2
Coversize text made 2
160 WRITE%S,#1##J=
(Cwrite problem in oversize

text on

screen-color yellow
170 C3#X=#l4#)
(compute #1447
180 READ‘K,$Y
(read variable $Y from keyboard to buffer (it
can be a number)
190 M:#X
{test match $Y to #X

200 JY:#YES [jump to module #YES line 280 if $Y matches #X
210 MS:S [test match $Y to S to stop program
220 TY:#COUNTER
[jump to module COUNTER line 380 if $Y
matches S
230 WRITESS,>
(clear screen
240 WRITE!S, #1##J=#X
(writes correct answer on the screen
in oversize text-color yellow-if modules *YES and «COUNTER
were not used

to avoid error

250 PA:90
[pause so that correct answer can be studied
260 WRITE:S,}
[clear screen
270 Ji#MULTIPLY
Creturn to main module line 100 for next
problem
280 *YES
[module for correct answer (see line 190)
290 WRITE:S,3
(clear screen so problem does not appear twice
300 WRITE:S,#1##7=#X
Creinforce correct answer given,
oversize text-yellow
310 WRITES,horray for david
[inverse small letters-writes
oversize text-color red,;personalized encouragement
320 WRITE:S,you did it!
Cinverse smal} letters writes
oversize text-color red, more encouragement
330 PA!30
[pause so reinforcement and encouragement may be

messages. The simple program I am using to demonstrate can
be made to run very fast, in fact the PA commands are used
specifically to slow it down. In a full screen oversize text
mode this little math program will run as fast as you can input
the answers without the PA commands and *YES module.
Atari PILOT is not only perfectly suited to educational

read
340 WRITE‘S,)
(clear screen
350 C:#R=#R+!1
(Ccompute total correct answers
360 Ji#MULTIPLY
Creturn to main module line 100 for next
problem
370 Es Cend #YES module

tapes seem to be connected to the graphics. They not only add
a colorful and easily read touch to programming, but are

especially adaptable to such educational uses as spelling, and
math speed drills. The sample program which I am including at
the end of this review demonstrates the two modes available
and the color options. Ci@B1372=16 gives a split screen
allowing the use of the usual commands in PILOT, C:@B1374=2Z
sets the oversize

mode

(either

1 or 2).

Read

and

Write

commands must be used to place oversized text on the screen.
I have found it easiest to think of the screen in the oversize
text modes as a slide, it does not scroll, and therefore, the
Esc. Clear command

programming,

but

must be used

it is an

frequently

excellent

introduction

to

programming for young children.
The student manual is
extensively illustrated by clever cartoon like pictures, and
contains a list and short discription of all the commands

in the

Table of Contents. Our middle boys were delighted with it. By
the end of our first session they were writing clever little
programs using the Type, Accept, and Match commands. They
found "Turtle" Graphics easy enough to understand and were
soon able to make simple pictures to add to their programs.
Programming in PILOT has been a pleasant experience for
our whole family. It has encouraged our children to experiment
with programming and to use our computer as more than a game

380 #COUNTER

[module to output progress (see line 220)

390 WRITE‘S,)
(clear screen
400 WRITE!S,#N
(writes problems given to screen
oversize text-color yellow
410 WRITE3S,PROBLEMS
[writes the word problems

oversize text-color yellow

in
in

—

420 WRITESS,#R
[writes the #correct to screen in oversize
text-color yellow
430 WRITE:S,RIGHT
[write the word right in oversize
text-color yellow
440 PA‘i20
(pause so progress can be read
450 WRITE‘S,)
(clear screen

©

460 WRITE:S,NWOULD YOU LIKE
(Cwrites inverse capital
letters oversize text-color blue
470 WRITE:S,TO CONTINUE?
(writes inverse capital
letters-color blue
480 READ:K,$C_
[reads $C from keyboard to buffer-the
continue option
.

490 MSSY,OK, O.K., SURE, ALRIGHT

[match string $C to

continue count
500 WRITESS,>
(clear screen
510 JTYS#*MULTIPLY
[jump to main
matches

module line 100 if $C
:
520 WRITES,would you like (writes oversize text-color green
530 WRITE:S,to start over?
(writes oversize text-color

green, new count option
540 READ'K,$0O Ereads $O from keyboard to buffer
550 MS‘Y,OK,O.K.,SSURE,ALRIGHT
(match $O for instructions
to start over

540
570
560
590
600

JY:#OVER [jump to module #OVER if $O matches
JN:#STOP
[jump to module #STOP if $0 does not match
#OVER '[module to begin new count (see line 560)
WRITE‘S,>
(clear screen
.
WRITE:S,type run Cinverse small letters writes oversize

text-color red
610 PA%6O
(pause so instruction to start over can be read
620 E: (Cend program

630 STOP
(module to stop run
640 WRITESS,>
(clear screen
650 WRITE:SS,GOODBYE,
(writes oversize text to
screen-color yellow
660 WRITESS,
(Cleaves a blank line
670 WRITE%3S,COME AGAIN!
([writes oversize text to
screen-color yellow
680 E: fend run

ows OF ATARI
Here is our short sound program of the aonth. It uses two
sound channels of different frequency to create the steaa
whistle effect. Note that the sound channels aren’t just
turned on full “steaa". The voluee is built up inside a
FOR/NEXT loop. The same thing happens in reverse when the
whistle ends. You can have alot of fun experimenting with
these small sound programs because they don’t take forever
to program or test.
({I.£., they aren’t alot of work.)

5 DUR=3
b GOSUB 34
7 END
19 REM STEAM WHISTLE
28 REM DUR = SECONDS OF SOUND
36 FOR VL=2 TO 14
49 SOUND 1,56,18,VLISQOUND 2,66, 18, VL
5@ NEXT VL
6G SOUND 1,55,
18,14:SOUND 9,5,8,3
76 FOR WT=1 TO DURSAB@:NEXT WT
88 SOUND 4,7,8,9
98 FOR VL=14 TO 1 STEP -2
196 SOUND 1,55,18,VLSOUND 2,67, 19, VL
118 NEXT VL
@ FOR WT=1 TO 25:NEXT WT
36 SOUND 1,8,8,8:SOUND 2,9,0,8
148 RETURN

TESTING THE FASTCHIP
by Ron Miller
In the April newsletter I told you about the Fastchip
which greatly speeds up Atari’s aath. We finally got sose
and I ran a speed comparison between the original Atari
math and Fastchip. The following chart is the result of
those tests. Timing was done using the internal clock in
locations 18,19, and 28. The first test is a nothing test
which is just a FOR I=1 to 168 loop. Then I inserted sone
test into the loop and did it again. A nothing test takes
about .88233 seconds per loop using Fastchip.
An addition
test takes .88558 seconds per loop using Fastchip.
Coluan
1 shows which tests were run.
Coluan 2 shows how sany
seconds it took the original Atari chip to perfora each
test 189 times including the looping. Coluan 3 shows how
For
Fastchip did. Coluan 4 shows Atari/Fastchip ratio.
example, it takes Fastchip .233 seconds to do 188 FOR/NEXT
loops. It takes the Atari .266 seconds which is 1.14
times longer.

TEST

NOTHING TEST
A=B+]
A=B+J
A=BtJ
=B/]
A=B-J
A=SIN(B) DEG
A=SIN(B) RAD
A=COS(B) DEG
A=COS(B) RAD
A=L06(B)
A=CLO6(B)
G0SUB
PLOT, DRAWTO
A=B
A=VAL (D$)

Atari

FastCp

A/F Ratio

266
.233
1.14
366
008
1.92
696
.558
1.89
869
.638
1.26
1.683
1.858
1.69
688
8.566 = 1.83
8.933
3.758
2.27
8.383
3.866
2.16
8.268
3.833
2.13
8.683
3.588
2.48
14.198
3.776
3.74
13.116
3.483
3.78
708 =. 616
112
3.883
3.633
1.88
483
433A
798
= 658
1.87

You can also see that the trig functions take auch longer
than simple math and Fastchip’s greatest isproveaents are
in that area.
What is interesting is that the trig
functions aren’t in Fastchip.
They are in the BASIC
cartridge. The LOG functions are in Fastchip.
I guess
the iaprovesents
in
the
ASCII
to
floating
point
conversions that are in Fastchip aust be responsible.
In
any case, ost people would be very happy with this
substantial increase in wath speed.
One question is, do
you really need this speed increase? For sost people the
answer is probably no. If you are doing alot of sath, the
answer is YES,
Ron Miller

LEE ACTOR’s
ADVANCED MUSIC SYSTEM (AMS)
APX-26168 $24.95
Review by Ron Miller

e

Option J loads

The APX has some fantastic software and this prograa

a sisilar menu with eost of the same
options. However, there are a MERGE option for serging
ausic files and a RECORD w/TIMING MARKS
for
aaking
sound-on-sound recordings with a tape recorder.

is as

good as they cose. Those of you at our last meeting heard
this progras deso itself and to me, the susic deao was
worth $25.88. But for that price you can get the deao and
some nice documentation.
You can read a description of
this program in the APX catalogue.
This prograa requires
32K RAM and a disk. AMS is easy to use because you
work
frog a menu. Following is the MAIN OPTION MENU.

A.
B.
D.
E.
F.
G6.
H.
I,
J.
Faa»

AMS can handle some complicated ausic.
The ausic figure
shown on this page gives you some idea of the range of
notes and the kind of music constructs one can create.
There is an exaaple in the documentation that explains how
to enter one coaplete page froa a string quartet.
It is
not a trivial exaaple.

Without a doubt, ANS was designed by a fellow who knew
exactly what he was doing,
Music entry and editing is
fast. Qne can listen to any part of the ausic.
There is
good interface with the
disk
drive
(SAVE,
FORMAT,
DIRECTORY, etc) and there are facilities for using a tape
recorder (not the Atari recorder'') to record
ausic.
There are sany sore fine details that, for a small fee of
$25.66, you discover yourself.
If you ever wanted to

PLAY
ENTER/EDIT MUSIC
ERASE
SAVE
LOAD
DISK DIRECTORY
TEMPO(198)
FORMAT DISK
AUXILIARY PROGRAM
AUTO-PLAY

compose music , buy this program. And then if you
have an Atari, go buy one and you are in business.

—_—_—_——_—_

Letter
Perfect—-ROPrI
Version
#272005
$2750

The ROM

WOW! Imagine pluging in a neatly packaged ROM, having
your DOS and program booted instantly!
The new Letter
Perfect ROM does that and more; it 1s the first ROM based
business program for the Atari, and the first word-processor

After

turning

on your computer, you are asked 1f you want cone of the defauit
printers (Atari/Centronics 737 & 739, Epson, Q2ume/ Diatlo, cr
Diskette. If vou choose a default orinter. you instantiy get
the LP menu and proceed. If you chose the diskette, a program
that was previously programed by you 16 loaded in, and your

ready to go. With the printer program disk, you frogram it Dy
answering a series of questians such as giving the CHR$
number

for your printer for underlining,

types

—E_

=—

ED

Fe

el

ell

00

eae
SE

with or without prompting 1s now allowed, The handiest new
cammand allows you to chain files together, with the new file
starting exactly where the old stops, maintaining ail the
format information of the first file.

L.J.K. Enterprises
P.O, Box 10827
St. Louis, MO 63219-96827
(314)346-61 24

that can be configured for any parallel printer.

FeO

of fonts,

etc.

You can also change the default values tor the Atar: and otner
printers for such things as the top margin, ‘ine spacing, etc,
Very easy and very handy way to contiqure LP to work with
any printer. And you don’t have to wait for the DOS to lead
in!
The new LP ROM also has added severai useful commanas
to the last version. You can add in the editcr special print
charactors for the contrcl of your printer by using CONTOL-YV.
then a letter, number or CHR$ command. You are now abvie to
easily scroll backwords one page at atime.
Gobla! replace

comes

very

attractively

packaged,

documented, and includes MailMerge, a $30 utility that

well
allows

you to merge a mailing list, change the file from LP to Dos

files and back again, as well as other handy utilities. This
enables you to use any file with LP; howeve:, the new LE

appears to be incompatable

with disk-version

LP’s’,

It will

soon be available in an SO column format competible with tne
BIT-3 8&0 column board reported last month (BIT-=, $1270 Penn
Ave, So-Suite 548, Minneapolis, Minn, S543) (.12)8S1-6959).

L.J.K. will have a special package price far the two.
DataPerfect,

ready
A971TALSMAN
*9°Q°Y
WOU

the new database

"sicter”

to LP should

be

soon and mates with LP for form letters, etc,

Is LP worth all that money*
easy to use wordprocessor

that

If you want
does

a powerful,

lust about

don’t

very

everything,

comes on a ROM for instant use, can be caonfigtred easily for
any Parallel printer, and 1s compatable with a database, I
would say so. LP 1s particularly good for lorig documents such
as books because of the ability to page and chain chapters, as
well as to screen format by page. I nave had as many as 25
pages in memory at one time with no problem or slowing of tne

program. With the Chain function. you cou.d write a book as
long as you would like.
When the S50 column version comes
. oyt, with the BIT-3 board, there will be no competition!
-M. Dunn

oe

The Hayes Stack Chronograph

6 ce

developing

I’s

to

I have found a need

software,

computer can access.

applications

business

of

alot

GROUP PURCHASE

a

have

the

that

clock

Map

"Master Nemory

The one I chose is the Hayes Stack.

Poole,

BOOK-"Your Atari Computer" by Lon
price, $13.80.

406/808"

Atari

for

reg

$16.99,

from

Santa

our

Cruz

Educational Software, reg $6.95, our price $5.98.
flourescent
The Hayes Chronograph has a six muaeral
display and flourescent abbreiviations for the days of the

week across the top.

of the day,

date,

a

write

and

back-up

battery

a

the wrong

setting

accidentally

to avoid

protect switch

track

It keeps
has

It

year, and tiee.

give it the signal
necessary instruction.

you

sales

If

tax.

paid

we

have

then

the

to

pay

shipping then add 6% sales tax to the above prices.

—_—_—-

at 239-1363,

eee

—
|

= Display Time (on the display

EQUIPMENT POLICTES

= Read Tiae

It is a burden

interesting meetings, demos, etc.

SA = Set Alara
(AM/PN)

12-hour

The tiee is clocked in either

24-hour

or

You can request the time to be returned

o the computer with a nuaber of deliaiters (ex. 12:34:56A
The date is
or 12/34/56A or 12834#56A ad infinitual.
(ex.
YY/MM/DD.
is
which
returned in ANS] 3.4 standard,

The alarm does not sound on

June ist, 1982 = 82/6/1.)

to the

signal

alarm

the chronograph itself, but sends an

contribute equipment to our

to bring

club board decided
reward seabers who

is as

The policy

meetings.

follows:
A sue of $5.98 will be

paid

to

the

is

who

seaber

club

designated to provide a computer syste for deaonstrations

at each regularly scheduled aeeting.

of $2.08

A sua

be paid to the club aember who is designated

|

computer.

computers, TV’s, disks and stuff. The
to iaplesent a policy which helps

having

to

vital

is

Bringing dquipeent to aeetings

RD = Read Date

to

will

provide

a

color aonitor or color TY.

I have found the unit to

and

attractive

versatile,

a

be

SDSU this

useful device, (I’ll be using for “Batching” into

semester), but wish that the price weren’t so prohibitive
($249), For those few of you that do have a need for a
computer clock, (Or maybe just like to add more lights to
highly
I would
friends),
your computer to iapress
recommend the Hayes Stack Chronograph.
By the way, it will look real sharp sitting ‘under the
Hayes Stack Smartmodem which, Pocketbook willing, I will
be able to review in September.
Don Perkins

ee

ee

eee

ee

ee

ee

en

Re

ee

COMPUTER CHRONICLES
is running a coaputer

bch show
Wednesday.

include

prices

to obtain

be entered

aust

See Dennis at the next aeeting or call Dennis
7:06 a.m. to 1:99 p.a., MHF.

DD = Display Date

@.

for each

If they arrive with shipping

If we can order S51 aemory maps, we can Save another 19%.

SD = Set date

ilitary) tiee.

since

increases

price

had

have

iteas

by the

followed

(ATtention),

"AT"

first

simple.

are

These are the instructions:
ST = Set Tise

grt

At least 15 orders
above

.

|

|

Instructions for the chronograph

RT

these

Chuck Fowler bought thea at the West Coast Coaputer Faire.
these prices.

tiee.

DT

Note: Both

can

be

seen

show

at

for

6:38

the

a.a.

next

Monday

13

or

weeks.

11:96

Anyone wanting to volunteer

to provide

equipment

should

call Dick Hiatt,

FROM THE EDITOR
In September |
There isn’t much room for ae to say auch.
full tie.
school
to
going
and
time
full
working
will be
I
As aresult the club needs a replacement as editor.
pasting
and
cutting
the
but
write,
to
continue
still
will
and reviewing all other club newsletters is too auch.
Being the editor gives one an opportunity to sharpen
writing skills and exercise some creativity in putting
If that interests you, please give
together a newsletter.
a
a printer, a word processor,
have
aust
You
ae acall.
handy
is
modea
A
pencil.
non-repro
blue
a
and
glue stick
but not necessary.

ie $e

A.C.E.

ate

|

9

CLUB PICNIC

The place is: DE ANZA COVE

oO
ye

Tie: 8:99 a.a. till 27?

|

Date: 31 July 82

AN2A x

\

“

Cove

This picnic is potluck. For a small
some of us in buying a keg of beer.

fee,

Bring frizbees, footballs,

soccer

or volleyballs.

you

can

join
>~

softballs,

balls,

°

bats

YiSiToR

CLAIRMoeT

2

(FORMATION Pel

I hope you will have fun.
If you have any questions,
Hiatt at 463-8449,

CENTER.
call

me

at

255-4419

_

Glen Kollars.

|

paras
me

Dick

HILTOD

Your Rec Comaittee Rep.

,

or

:

i

pee

:
es

re

SAN
DIEGO
ACE
NEWSLETTeErF
S53 BALTIMORE DR #39
LA MESA,
CA. 92841

COMING

EVENTS

THE JULY MEETING TAKES
PLACE ON 19 JULY
AT 6:38 PM IN THE
SOCIAL ROOM OF THE:
NORTH PARK REC CENTER
4644 IDAHO ST
SAN DIEGO

AGENDA

JOHN HARRIS & FROGGER
DAVID SMALL & LEADING EDGE
INTEREST GROUPS
BASIC
BEGINNING ATARI
FORTH
PASCAL
HARDWARE NUTS

;

TOs

Ve

of.

